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TYPO3 4.3 Multimedia CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	TYPO3 is one of the world's leading open source content management systems, written in PHP, which can be used to create and customize your web site. Along with text content, you can display high quality images, audio, and video to your site's visitors by using TYPO3. It is essential to manage various types of multimedia files in...
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Introduction to Fluid MechanicsButterworth-Heinemann, 1999

	Fluid mechanics is often seen as the most difficult core subject encountered by engineering students. The problem stems from the necessity to visualise complex flow patterns and fluid behaviour modelled by high level mathematics. This text overcomes this difficulty by introducing the concepts through everyday examples, before moving on to the...
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Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	Hey, reader. Thanks for reading and/or buying my book. I am really thankful for it.


	What is programming? Programming, according to Dictionary.com, is ‘‘a set of coded instructions that enables a machine, especially a computer, to perform a desired sequence of operations.’’ In other words, programming allows...
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Data and Computer Communications (8th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2006

	This book attempts to provide a unified overview of the broad field of data and computer communications.
	The organization of the book reflects an attempt to break this massive subject
	into comprehensible parts and to build, piece by piece, a survey of the state of the art.The book
	emphasizes basic...
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World Class IT: Why Businesses Succeed When IT TriumphsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Prior to the 1970s, computer and electronics-based technology
	was hardly a pervasive part of our everyday lives. Automobiles
	were not yet computerized, fax machines were just taking off, and,
	significantly, the personal computer had yet to be popularized.
	Individuals who dreamed of a career in information technology
	departments were...
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Concept of Database Management SystemsAsian Books, 2010

	Data and information are closely related and are often used interchangeably. Information is

	processed, organized or summarised data.





	It may be defined as collection of related data that when put together, communicate meaningful

	and useful message to a recipient who uses it, to make decision or to interpret the data to...
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How Electronic Things Work... And What to do When They Don'tMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Electronic equipment 'on the blink'? Don't junk it or pay sky-high repair costs - fix it yourself! Here's a guide to understanding and repairing electronics equipment written for people who would ordinarily 'call the shop'. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp of the workings of the...
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Swarm Intelligence (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Evolutionary Computation)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2001

	Traditional methods for creating intelligent computational systems have privileged private "internal" cognitive and computational processes. In contrast, Swarm Intelligence argues that human intelligence derives from the interactions of individuals in a social world and further, that this model of...
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Game Development Tool EssentialsApress, 2014

	Game Development Tool Essentials provides must-have tips and tricks from industry professionals for strengthening and streamlining your game tools pipeline. Everyone knows the game tools pipeline is important, but in the current environment of shrinking budgets and increased time pressure, developers often have to settle for...
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The Elements of Continuum BiomechanicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	An appealing and engaging introduction to Continuum Mechanics in Biosciences


	This book presents the elements of Continuum Mechanics to people interested in applications to biological systems. It is divided into two parts, the first of which introduces the basic concepts within a strictly one-dimensional spatial context. This policy...
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Jump Start GitSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		Get a Jump Start on version control with Git today!

	
		Most engineers we meet prefer Git over other distributed version control systems.

	
		These systems let you store different versions of project files and directories, so you can roll back to an earlier one if something goes wrong. And since they're...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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